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Further Reviews:

Mr Pencil recently purchased a 325i M Sport Auto having heard about Big Motoring World
through a friend. He mentioned that he overall site presentation was very good, and that the
sales and finance departments were very good too. When he went along, he was made to feel
very welcome, as they were all very friendly. Once he had decided on a vehicle from the vast
range available, the handover was good, as everything was made very easy. He would without
a doubt recommend to a friend.

Mr Mayhew went for a BMW 645ci Convertible in Auto, after being reffered by a friend. He
thought that the location was very easy to find. Ideal in fact, as it's located straight off the
motorway. The overall site presentation was very good, and the salesman made the whole
experience very pleasant. "Although the cars are well presented on site there were a
couple of small jobs which I had asked the salesman to carry out, and he was more than
helpful in getting this dealt with."
The handover was good, as all
the work requested had been carried out, and all within a 24 hour period.

Miss Taylor opted for a BMW 116i ES - **09 *** finding the car that she wanted on the internet.
When she arrived, she impressed with the layout of the site and how easy it was to find the
different models. The salesman was very good and professional, making the buying experience
a pleasure. The handover staff were good too, as they were very helpful and made the whole
process very easy. "I would recommend this company to a friend."

Mr Watson decided that a BMW 118d ES - **56 *** was what he wanted having browsed a
number of different mondels on the Autotrader website. As the Big Motoring World name kept
popping up, he thought he would pop down to have a browse round. Having easily found the
location not far from the M25, his first impressions were that the whole setup was very good. In
addition, he found the overall buying experience very good as all the staff were more than
happy to help him. This continued through to the handover process, which was equally as good.
Mrs Folaria went for a BMW 118d M Sport - **10 plate after hearing through a friend who had
previously purchased a vehcile, that Big Motoring World provided good quality, and well priced
used BMW's. "The salesman was very helpful and made the whole buying experience
very easy."
She said that she would also be reccomending people to 'Big', as
the entire process was a really pleasant experience.
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Mr Court decided that a 58 plate BMW 318i M Sport was the car for him. He had done his
research on the internet, and since Big Motoring World were easy to find, popped down to
check out the vehicles.
"The overall experience was really good, there were no problems, and the entire process
made everything very simple." He left with the view that he would recommend friends to Big
Motoring World.

Simon went for a particularly nice example of a 318i SE. He had seen the recent TV advert, and
as he had also found "Big" on Google, decided he needed to make a visit to check out the vast
array of cars on offer. As the layout of the site was "excellent", and the sales process was "ver
y good"
, he ended up with the used BMW that he wanted. This was followed by a handover process
that, again, was very good and efficient. "
The final vehicle presentation was excellent, and I would most certainly
recommend to friends."

Mr Johnson wanted a 5 series diesel and opted for a BMW 530d M Sport. The car had been on
Autotraders website, wehere he has seen it after searching on Google. The price was a big
factor, as was the spec of the vehicle, so after a good look over the car, he went for it. "The
buying Experience at BIg Motoring World was good, not at all pushy and a very relaxed
atmosphere. All staff very friendly".

Mr Roitan was after a 6 series, and after browsing round, picked a BMW 635d Sport on an 09
plate. He mentioned that "The whole experiance was very good, no complaints at all."

Mrs Beeder needed something with some space, she purchased a BMW 320d ES Touring **08 *** She had found "Big Motoring World" via Autotrader, and since the site was well located
just a few minutes from teh M25, decided that she would need to make a visit to check out all of
the stock. Once there, she easily found the row of cars which matched the model and spec that
she was after. making the choice that much easier. The helpful staff then helped her with the
final decission.
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